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ONLINE ABSTRACTIONS FOR INTERCONNECTED MULTI-AGENT
CONTROL SYSTEMS
D. BOSKOS AND D. V. DIMAROGONAS
Abstract. In this report, we aim at the development of an online abstraction framework
for multi-agent systems under coupled constraints. The motion capabilities of each agent are
abstracted through a finite state transition system in order to capture reachability properties
of the coupled multi-agent system over a finite time horizon in a decentralized manner. In
the first part of this work, we define online abstractions by discretizing an overapproxima-
tion of the agents’ reachable sets over the horizon. Then, sufficient conditions relating the
discretization and the agent’s dynamics properties are provided, in order to quantify the
transition possibilities of each agent.
1. Introduction
During the last decade there has been an emerging focus on the problem of high level planning
for multi-agent systems by leveraging methods from formal verification [13]. In order to exploit
these tools for dynamic agents, it is required to build a discretized model of the continuous
system which allows for the algorithmic synthesis of high level plans. Specifically, the use of
an appropriate abstract representation enables the conversion of discrete paths into sequences
of feedback controllers which enable the continuous time model to implement the high level
specifications.
The aforementioned control synthesis problem has lead to a significant research effort for the
derivation of discrete state analogues of continuous control systems, also called abstractions,
which can capture reachability properties of the original model. Abstractions for piecewise affine
systems on simplices and rectangles were introduced in [9] and have been further studied in [3].
Closer related to the control framework that we adopt here for the derivation of the discrete
models is the paper [10] which builds on the notion of In-Block Controllability [4]. Abstractions
for nonlinear systems include [17], which is focused on general discrete time systems and [1],
where box abstractions are derived for polynomial and other classes of systems. Furthermore,
abstractions for interconnected systems have been recently developed in [20], [15], [16], [18],
[14], [5] and are primarily based on small gain criteria.
In this work we consider multi-agent systems and provide an online abstraction methodology
which enables the exploitation of the system’s dynamic properties over bounded reachable sets.
Specifically, we focus on agents whose dynamics consist of decentralized feedback interconnec-
tion terms and additional bounded input terms which allow for the synthesis of high level plans
under the coupled constraints. The analysis builds on parts of the framework introduced in our
recent work [2], which focused on the discretization of the whole workspace and required the
assumption of global bounds for the dynamics of the agents. In this framework, the latter hy-
pothesis is considerably weakened, since it is only required that the system is forward complete.
In addition, it is also possible to obtain coarser discretizations, since (i) the transition system of
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2 D. BOSKOS AND D. V. DIMAROGONAS
each agent is updated at the end of the time interval and thus, heterogeneous discretizations are
considered for different agents, and (ii) the dynamics bounds of each agent, which constitute a
measure of “coarseness” for its discretization, are evaluated for overapproximations of the agent
and its neighbors’ reachable sets and can result in reduced size discrete models for agents with
weaker couplings over the time horizon. A relevant abstraction approach can be also found in
[6] where local Lipschitz properties of probability densities for stochastic kernels are exploited
for the efficient abstraction of probabilistic systems into finite Markov Chains.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Basic notation and preliminaries are introduced
in Section 2. In Section 3, we formulate well posed online abstractions for single integrator
multi-agent systems, based on the existence of appropriate hybrid feedback laws and prove
that the latter provide solutions consistent with the design requirement on the systems’ free
inputs over the specified time horizon. Section 4 is devoted to the design of the specific hybrid
controllers that are exploited for the derivation of the transitions. Space-time discretizations
that guarantee well posed abstractions and their reachability properties are quantified in Section
5 and we conclude in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries and Notation
We use the notation |x| for the Euclidean norm of a vector x ∈ Rn. For a subset S of
Rn, we denote by int(S) its interior and define the distance from a point x ∈ Rn to S as
d(x, S) := inf{|x − y| : y ∈ S}. Given R > 0 and y ∈ Rn, we denote by B(R) the closed
ball with center 0 ∈ Rn and radius R, namely B(R) := {x ∈ Rn : |x| ≤ R} and B(x;R) :=
{y ∈ Rn : |x − y| ≤ R}. Given two sets A,B ⊂ Rn their Minkowski sum is defined as
A + B := {x + y ∈ Rn : x ∈ A, y ∈ B}. We say that a continuous function a : R≥0 → R≥0
belongs to class K+ if it is positive and strictly increasing and that β : R≥0 ×R≥0 → R≥0 is of
class K+K+, if β(t, ·) and β(·, s) are of class K+ for all t, s ≥ 0.
Consider a multi-agent system with N agents. For each agent i ∈ N := {1, . . . , N} we use
the notation Ni ⊂ N \ {i} for the set of its neighbors and Ni for its cardinality. We also
consider an ordering of the agent’s neighbors which is denoted by j1, . . . , jNi and define the
Ni-tuple j(i) = (j1(i), . . . , jNi(i)). Whenever it is clear from the context, the argument i will
be omitted from the latter notation. The agents’ network is represented by a directed graph
G := (N , E), with vertex set N the agents’ index set and edge set E the ordered pairs (`, i)
with i, ` ∈ N and ` ∈ Ni. The sequence i0i1 · · · im with (iκ−1, iκ) ∈ E , κ = 1, . . . ,m, namely,
consisting of m consecutive edges in G, forms a path (of length m) in G. A path i0i1 · · · im
with i0 = im is called a cycle. Given the nonempty indexed sets I1, . . . , IN , their Cartesian
product I := I1 × · · · × IN and an agent i ∈ N with neighbors j1, . . . , jNi ∈ N , we define the
mapping pri : I → Ii := Ii × Ij1 × · · · × IjNi which assigns to each N -tuple (l1, . . . , lN ) ∈ I
the Ni + 1-tuple (li, lj1 , . . . , ljNi ) ∈ Ii, i.e., the indices of agent i and its neighbors.
We proceed by providing the definition of a transition system.
Definition 2.1. A transition system is a tuple TS := (Q,Q0, Act,−→), where:
• Q is a set of states.
• Q0 ⊂ Q is a set of initial states.
• Act is a set of actions.
• −→ is a transition relation with −→⊂ Q×Act×Q.
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The transition system is said to be finite, if Q and Act are finite sets. We also denote an element
(q, a, q′) ∈−→ as q a−→ q′ and define Post(q; a) := {q′ ∈ Q : (q, a, q′) ∈−→}, for every q ∈ Q
and a ∈ Act.
3. Abstraction of the Agents Reach Sets
We focus on multi-agent systems with single integrator dynamics
x˙i = fi(xi,xj) + vi, i ∈ N , (3.1)
with xj(= xj(i)) := (xj1 , . . . , xjNi ) ∈ RNin. We assume that the agents are in general hetero-
geneous and consider decentralized control laws consisting of two terms, a feedback term fi(·)
which depends on the states of i and its neighbors, and a free input vi. We assume that for each
i ∈ N it holds xi ∈ Rn and that each fi(·) is locally Lipschitz. We also assume that vi ∈ Ui,
i ∈ N where Ui is a bounded subset of L∞(R≥0;Rn) taking values in a compact set Ui ⊂ Rn
for each i and define U := U1 × · · · × UN . The online abstraction framework is based on the
discretization of each agent’s reachable set over a given time horizon and the selection of a time
step δt which corresponds to the duration of the discrete transitions. We will consider specific
types of space discretizations, called cell decompositions (see also [8]).
Definition 3.1. (i) Let D be a bounded domain of Rn. A cell decomposition S = {Sl}l∈I of D,
is a finite family of bounded sets Sl, l ∈ I with nonempty interior, such that int(Sl)∩int(Slˆ) = ∅
for all l 6= lˆ and ∪l∈ISl = D.
(ii) Given a bounded domain D of Rn, a cell decomposition S of D and a set A ⊂ D, we say
that S is compliant with A, if for any S ∈ S with S ∩A 6= ∅ it holds that S ⊂ A.
In order to provide decentralized abstractions we follow parts of the approach employed in [2]
and design appropriate hybrid feedback laws in place of the vi’s in order to guarantee well posed
transitions. Before proceeding to the necessary definitions related to the problem formulation,
we provide certain assumptions on the dynamics of the multi-agent system. We assume that
system (3.1) is forward complete, i.e., that for every initial condition x0 ∈ RNn and input v ∈ U
the solution x(t, x0; v) is defined for all t ≥ 0. Hence, there exists a function β ∈ K+K+ (see
[11]) such that
|x(t, x0; v)| ≤ β(t, |x0|),∀t ≥ 0, x0 ∈ RNn, v ∈ U . (3.2)
Additionally, we assume that each free input vi, i ∈ N is bounded by a positive constant vmax(i)
and in particular, that
Ui = {vi ∈ L∞(R≥0;Rn) : |vi(t)| ≤ vmax(i),∀t ≥ 0}. (3.3)
Remark 3.2. The same analysis can be applied in the case where Ui is the set of all measurable
functions vi : R≥0 → Ui with Ui a subset of Rn with nonempty interior. In this case, we can
select vi0 ∈ Ui and Ri > 0 such that B(vi0;Ri) ⊂ Ui and perform the analysis with the feedback
terms f¯i(xi,xj) := fi(xi,xj) + vi0 instead, and vmax(i) := Ri.
We next also provide certain basic properties of the deterministic control system (3.1) which
can be found in [12, Chapter 1], or [19, Chapter 2] and will be invoked later in the proofs. For
each r > 0 we define the shift operator Shr : U → U as Shr(v)(t) := v(t + r),∀t ≥ 0. To the
control system (3.1) we associate the transition map ϕ : Aϕ → RNn with Aϕ := {(t, t0, x0; v) :
t ≥ t0 ≥ 0, x0 ∈ RNn, v ∈ U}, where ϕ(t, t0, x0; v) denotes the value at time t of the unique
solution of (3.1) with initial condition x0 at time t0 and input v(·). Notice, that by virtue of
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the forward completeness assumption, ϕ(·) is well defined. The map ϕ(·) satisfies the following
properties:
• (Strict) Causality. For each t > t0 ≥ 0, x0 ∈ RNn and v1, v2 ∈ U with v1|[t0,t) = v2|[t0,t) it
holds ϕ(t, t0, x0; v
1) = ϕ(t, t0, x0; v
2), where v1|[t0,t) denotes the restriction of v1(·) to [t0, t).
• Semigroup Property. For each t2 ≥ t1 ≥ t0 ≥ 0, x0 ∈ RNn and v ∈ U it holds ϕ(t2, t1, ϕ(t1, t0,
x0; v); v) = ϕ(t2, t0, x0; v).
• Time Invariance. For each r > 0, t ≥ t0 ≥ r, x0 ∈ RNn and v ∈ U it holds ϕ(t, t0, x0; v) =
ϕ(t− r, t0 − r, x0; Shr(v)).
In order to employ the online abstraction framework, we will consider a fixed time horizon
[0, T ], T > 0 on which we aim to abstract the agents’ dynamics through a finite state transition
system. Thus, at time t = 0, given the agents’ initial positions, we will discretize an overap-
proximation of their reachable set over [0, T ] and select a time step δt which exactly divides T ,
i.e., such that T = `δt for certain ` ∈ N, in order to capture the motion of the system over that
time interval through a finite transition system. After employing a discrete plan over [0, T ],
we repeat the same procedure for the positions of the agents at t = T and the new horizon
[T, 2T ], and proceed analogously with the horizons [κT, (κ + 1)T ], κ ≥ 2. For the subsequent
analysis, we will assume fixed the initial states X10, . . . , XN0 of all agents at the beginning of
the horizon [0, T ] and consider for each agent i ∈ N an open overapproximation Ri(t) of its
reachable set at t ≥ 0. We also define the union of the reachable sets Ri(t) over a time interval
[a, b] ⊂ [0,∞) as Ri([a, b]) := ∪t∈[a,b]Ri(t) and their inflation by a certain constant c > 0 as
Rci (t) := Ri(t) +B(c), Rci ([a, b]) := ∪t∈[a,b]Rci (t), implying that
Rc+c¯i ([a, b]) = Rci ([a, b]) +B(c¯),∀c, c¯ > 0. (3.4)
By the forward completeness assumption we may always assume that the reachable setsRi([a, b])
are bounded, since from (3.2), it follows that int(B(β(b + 1, |X0|))), X0 = (X10, . . . , XN0) is
always an open overapproximation for the reachable set of each i over [a, b]. We can thus obtain
by continuity of the feedback terms fi(·) the following bounds for each agent i ∈ N over the
overapproximations of the reachable sets. In particular we pick constants M(i) > 0 such that
|fi(xi,xj)| ≤M(i),∀xi ∈ Ri([0, T ]), xκ ∈ Rκ([0, T ]), κ ∈ Ni. (3.5)
Apart from the time horizon [0, T ] we will consider for certain technical reasons an additional
time duration 0 < τ < T which corresponds to an upper bound on the time discretization step
δt. Based on this time duration and the previously derived bounds we consider for each i ∈ N
the sets Rci(τ)i ([0, T − τ ]), where
ci(σ) := (M(i) + vmax(i))σ, σ > 0, (3.6)
with M(i) and vmax(i) as given in (3.5) and (3.3), respectively. We also assume that without
any loss of generality it holds
Rci(σ)i ([0, T − τ ]) ⊃ Ri(T − τ + σ),∀σ ∈ (0, τ ] (3.7)
(otherwise we can replace Ri(T − τ + σ) by Rci(σ)i ([0, T − τ ]) ∩Ri(T − τ + σ), which by (3.3),
(3.5) and (3.6) is a again an open overapproximation satisfying (3.5)). Hence, it follows from
(3.7) that
Rci(σ)i ([0, T − τ ]) ⊃ Ri([0, T − τ + σ]),∀σ ∈ (0, τ ]. (3.8)
Given a time step 0 < δt < τ we depict the overapproximations of the reachable sets Ri([0, T −
τ ]) ⊂ Ri([0, T − δt]) ⊂ Ri([0, T ]) of agent i with the red areas in Fig. 1. They all contain the
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exact reachable set Rexacti ([0, T − τ ]) of i over [0, T − τ ] and the initial condition Xi0 of i. We
also depict the inflation Rci(τ)i ([0, T−τ ]) of Ri([0, T−τ ]) which contains the overapproximation
Ri([0, T ]) as required by (3.8). The same property is also illustrated for the set Rci(τ−δt)i ([0, T−
τ ]) enclosed in the dashed curve, which satisfies (3.8) with σ = τ − δt.
Xi0 Rexacti ([0, T − τ ])
Ri([0, T − τ ])
Ri([0, T − δt])
Ri([0, T ])
Rci(τ−δt)i ([0, T − τ ])
Rci(τ)i ([0, T − τ ])
ci(τ)
Figure 1. Illustration of agent’s i reachable sets over the horizon [0, T ].
Let {Sil}l∈I be a cell decomposition ofRi([0, T ]). Then, we define the product cell decomposition
{Sl}l∈I of R1([0, T ])× · · · × RN ([0, T ]) as the set S = {Sl}l∈I := {S1l }l∈I1 × · · · × {SNl }l∈IN ,
with I := I1×· · ·×IN . Given a cell decomposition {Sl}l∈I of R1([0, T ])×· · ·×RN ([0, T ]), we
use the notation li = (li, lj1 , . . . , ljNi ) ∈ Ii := Ii × Ij1 × · · · × IjNi to denote the indices of the
cells where agent i and its neighbors belong at a certain time instant (e.g., at t = 0) and call it
the (initial) cell configuration of agent i. Similarly, we use the notation l = (l1, . . . , lN ) ∈ I to
specify the indices of the cells where all the N agents belong at a given time instant and call it
a global cell configuration. Thus, given a global cell configuration l it is possible to determine
the cell configuration li of agent i through the mapping pri : I → Ii, namely li = pri(l) (see
Section 2 for the definition of pri(·)). Before defining the notion of a well posed space-time
discretization for the overapproximations of the agents’ reachable sets, we provide a class of
hybrid feedback laws which are assigned to the free inputs vi in order to obtain meaningful
discrete transitions. The control laws are parameterized by the agents’ initial conditions and a
set of auxiliary parameters which are responsible for the agent’s reachability capabilities. The
specific control laws of this class which are exploited for the derivation of the discretizations in
this report are provided in the next section.
Definition 3.3. Consider an agent i ∈ N , cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii , Sκ = {Sκl }l∈Iκ of
Ri([0, T ]) and Rκ([0, T ]), κ ∈ Ni, respectively, a nonempty subset Wi of Rn, and an initial cell
configuration li of i. For each xi0 ∈ Sili and wi ∈ Wi, consider the mapping ki,li(·, ·, ·;xi0, wi) :
[0,∞)×R(Ni+1)n → Rn, parameterized by xi0 ∈ Sili and wi ∈Wi. We say that ki,li(·) satisfies
Property (P), if the following conditions are satisfied.
(P1) The mapping ki,li(t, xi,xj ;xi0, wi) is continuous on [0,∞)× R(Ni+1)n × Sili ×Wi.
(P2) The mapping ki,li(t, ·, ·;xi0, wi) is globally Lipschitz continuous on (xi,xj) (uniformly with
respect to t ∈ [0,∞), xi0 ∈ Sili and wi ∈Wi). /
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We are now in position to formalize our requirement which describes the possibility for an agent
to perform a discrete transition, based on the knowledge of its neighbors’ discrete positions.
In order to provide the definition of well posed transitions for the individual agents, we will
consider for each agent i ∈ N the following system with disturbances:
x˙i = gi(xi,dj) + vi, (3.9)
where dj1 , . . . , djNi : [0,∞) → Rn (also denoted dκ, κ ∈ Ni) are continuous functions. The
use of this auxiliary system is inspired by the approach in [7], where piecewise affine systems
with disturbances are exploited for the construction of symbolic models for general nonlinear
systems. The map gi(·) constitutes a bounded Lipchitz extension of the restriction of fi(·) on
Ri([0, T ])×Rj1([0, T ])× · · · × RjNi ([0, T ]) satisfying
|gi(xi,xj)| ≤M(i),∀(xi,xj) ∈ R(Ni+1)n (3.10)
|gi(xi,xj)− gi(xi,yj)| ≤ L1(i)|xj − yi|, (3.11)
|gi(xi,xj)− gi(yi,xj)| ≤ L2(i)|xi − yi|, (3.12)
∀xi, yi ∈ Rci(τ)i ([0, T − τ ]),xj ,yj ∈ Rj1([0, T ])× · · · × RjNi ([0, T ]),
with M(i) as given in (3.5) and with any constants L1(i) and L2(i) such that
|fi(xi,xj)− fi(xi,yj)| ≤ L1(i)|xj − yi|,
|fi(xi,xj)− fi(yi,xj)| ≤ L2(i)|xi − yi|,
∀xi, yi ∈ Rci(τ)i ([0, T − τ ]),xj ,yj ∈ Rj1([0, T ])× · · · × RjNi ([0, T ]).
This auxiliary system is used in order to provide an overapproximation of each agent’s discrete
transition capabilities over the horizon, by exploiting the global bounds of the auxiliary vector
field gi(·). Conditions under which these transitions are also implementable by the original
system (3.1) are given later in Lemma 3.9 and its corollary. Existence of a gi(·) satisfying
these properties is guaranteed by the Kirszbraun Lipschitz extension theorem. Notice that the
Lipschitz constants above are evaluated for xi ranging in the inflated reachable setRci(τ)i ([0, T−
τ ]). The reason for this requirement comes from the fact that the individual transition system
of each agent will be based on reachability properties of the auxiliary system with disturbances
over the time step [0, δt], for initial cells lying in the overapproximation Ri([0, T−δt]) of agent’s
i reachable set. Since these cells may in principle contain states which are outside the exact
reachable state of the agent, and the disturbances do not necessarily coincide with trajectories
of its neighbors over this time interval (they are an overapproximation of these trajectories), it
is possible that the solution of (3.9) over [0, δt] lies outside Ri([0, T ]). However, by (3.3), (3.10)
and (3.6) it follows that it will lie in the larger set Rci(τ)i ([0, T − τ ]).
Definition 3.4. Consider an agent i ∈ N , cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii , Sκ = {Sκl }l∈Iκ
of Ri([0, T ]) and Rκ([0, T ]), κ ∈ Ni, respectively, a time step δt < τ and assume that Si is
compliant with Ri([0, T − δt]). Also, consider a nonempty subset Wi of Rn, a cell configuration
li of i with S
i
li
⊂ Ri([0, T − δt]), a control law
vi = ki,li(t, xi,xj ;xi0, wi) (3.13)
as in Definition 3.3 that satisfies Property (P), and a cell decomposition S ′i = {Sil}l∈I′i of
Rci(τ)i ([0, T − τ ]) with S ′i ⊃ Si, I ′i ⊃ Ii and compliant with Ri([0, T ]). Given a vector wi ∈Wi,
and a cell index l′i ∈ I ′i, we say that the Consistency Condition is satisfied if the following hold.
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There exists a point x′i ∈ Sil′i , such that for each initial condition xi0 ∈ S
i
li
and selection of
continuous functions dκ : R≥0 → Rn, κ ∈ Ni satisfying
dκ(t) ∈ (Sκlκ +B((M(κ) + vmax(κ))t)) ∩Rκ([0, T ]),∀κ ∈ Ni, t ∈ [0, δt], (3.14)
the solution xi(·) of the system with disturbances (3.9) with vi = ki,li(t, xi,dj ;xi0, wi), satisfies
d(xi(t), S
i
li) < (M(i) + vmax(i))t, ∀t ∈ (0, δt]. (3.15)
Furthermore, it holds
xi(δt) =x
′
i ∈ Sil′i , (3.16)
|ki,li(t, xi(t),dj(t);xi0, wi)| <vmax(i),∀t ∈ [0, δt]. / (3.17)
Notice that when the Consistency Condition is satisfied, agent i can be driven to cell Sil′i
precisely in time δt under the auxiliary dynamics (3.9), with the feedback law ki,li(·) corre-
sponding to the given parameter wi in the definition. The latter is possible for all disturbances
which satisfy (3.14) and capture the possibilities for the evolution of i’s neighbors over the time
interval [0, δt], given the knowledge of its neighbors’ cell configuration. Under some additional
asumptions, which are provided in Lemma 3.9, the latter transitions can be also implemented
by the original system (3.1) and the control law ki,li(·). We proceed with the definition of
a well posed online abstraction for each agent in order to extract a finite transition system.
Note that due to the boundedness of the reachable sets over the time horizon we can always
select finite overapproximations of the agents’ reachable sets which result in compliant cell
decompositions in Definition 3.4 and thus, derive a finite transition system (by selecting e.g.,
Ri(t) = int(B(β(T + 1, |X0|))) for all t ∈ [0, T ]).
Definition 3.5. Consider cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii of Ri([0, T ]), i ∈ N , their product
decomposition S, a time step δt < τ with T = `δt, nonempty subsets Wi, i ∈ N of Rn and
assume that each Si is compliant with Ri([0, T − δt]).
(i) Given an agent i ∈ N , a cell decomposition S ′i = {Sil}l∈I′i of R
ci(τ)
i ([0, T − τ ]) with S ′i ⊃ Si,
I ′i ⊃ Ii and compliant with Ri([0, T ]), an initial cell configuration li ∈ Ii of i with Sili ⊂
Ri([0, T − δt]), and a cell index l′i ∈ I ′i, we say that the transition li li−→ l′i is well posed with
respect to the space-time discretization S−δt, if there exist a feedback law vi = ki,li(·, ·, ·;xi0, wi)
as in Definition 3.3 that satisfies Property (P), and a vector wi ∈Wi, such that the Consistency
Condition of Definition 3.4 is fulfilled.
(ii) We say that the space-time discretization S − δt is well posed, if for each agent i ∈ N , cell
decomposition S ′i = {Sil}l∈I′i of R
ci(τ)
i ([0, T − τ ]) with S ′i ⊃ Si, I ′i ⊃ Ii and compliant with
Ri([0, T ]), and cell configuration li of i, there exists a cell index l′i ∈ I ′i such that the transition
li
li−→ l′i is well posed with respect to S − δt.
Based on Definitions 3.5(i), we proceed by defining the discrete transition system which
serves as an abstract model for the behavior of each agent. The transitions are established
through the verification of the Consistency Condition which exploits the auxiliary system with
disturbances (3.9).
Definition 3.6. Consider cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii of Ri([0, T ]), i ∈ N , their product
decomposition S, a time step δt < τ with T = `δt, nonempty subsets Wi, i ∈ N of Rn
and assume that each Si is compliant with Ri([0, T − δt]). The individual transition system
TSi := (Qi, Q0i, Acti, −→i) of each agent i ∈ N is defined as:
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• State set Qi := Ii (the indices of the cell decomposition Si);
• Initial state set Q0i := {li ∈ Ii : Xi0 ∈ Sili};
• Actions Acti := Ii (the cell configurations of i);
• Transition relation −→i⊂ Qi × Acti × Qi defined as follows. For any li, l′i ∈ Q and li =
(li, lj1 , . . . , ljNi ) ∈ Ii, li
li−→i l′i, iff li li−→ l′i is well posed (implying also that Sili ⊂ Ri([0, T −
δt])).
Remark 3.7. Notice that the auxiliary cell decomposition S ′i with indices I ′i which is exploited
for the verification of the Consistency Condition can provide according to Definition 3.5(i) well
posed transitions which lead to a cell Sil′i
outside Ri([0, T ]). These transitions are excluded
from the definition of each agent’s individual transition system, since they do not capture any
possible behavior of the system over [0, T ], and the state set of the transition system contains
only the indices of Ii, namely, of the original cell decomposition Si. In particular, the transitions
of possible interest over the horizon are the ones where the initial and final state of the agent
lie in the exact reachable sets over [0, T − δt] and [0, T ], respectively. Since the latter cannot
be computed explicitly in principle, we impose this requirement for their overapproximations
Ri([0, T − δt]) and Ri([0, T ]). In addition, for the case where the cells of an agent and its
neighbors have nonempty intersection with the corresponding agents’ reachable cells at certain
time instant t = mδt with m ∈ {0, . . . , ` − 1}, it will be shown in Corollary 3.10 that there is
always an outgoing transition for well posed discretizations.
In the subsequent analysis we will consider well posed discretizations which implies that
their time step δt has been selected so that T = `δt and will focus on transition sequences of
length m ≤ ` originating from cells which contain the agents’ initial positions Xi0, i ∈ N . Such
sequences are defined below for the individual transition system of each agent. In addition, it
will be shown in the sequel that the projection of a transition sequence originating from the
discrete state containing X0 in the product discrete model (of all agents) to the individual
transition system of each agent will provide such a sequence of transitions for each agent, which
can also be implemented by the continuous time system.
Definition 3.8. Consider cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii of Ri([0, T ]), i ∈ N , their product
decomposition S, a time step δt < τ with T = `δt, nonempty subsets Wi, i ∈ N of Rn and
assume that each Si is compliant with Ri([0, T − δt]). Given an agent i ∈ N , an integer
m ∈ {1, . . . , `}, cell configurations lκ = (lκi , lκj1 , . . . , lκjNi ) ∈ Ii, κ = 0, . . . ,m − 1 of i and a cell
index lmi ∈ Ii, we say that l0i l1i · · · lm−1i lmi is a strongly well posed transition sequence of order m
(with respect to S − δt), if it holds Xi0 ∈ Sil0i , and l
κ
i
lκi−→i lκ+1i . We also define l0i as a strongly
well posed transition sequence of order 0 if Xi0 ∈ Sil0i .
The following lemma establishes that for well posed discretizations and cell configurations of
all agents which intersect their exact reachable cells at a certain time instant t = mδt with
m ∈ {0, . . . , ` − 1} there exists a transition for each agent that can be implemented by the
continuous time system (3.1).
Lemma 3.9. Consider cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii of Ri([0, T ]), i ∈ N , their product
S, a time step δt < τ with T = `δt, nonempty subsets Wi, i ∈ N of Rn and assume that
each Si is compliant with Ri([0, T − δt]) and that the space-time discretization S − δt is well
posed. Also, consider a cell configuration l = (l1, . . . , lN ), an integer m ∈ {0, . . . , ` − 1}, an
input v = (v1, . . . , vN ) ∈ U and assume that each component xi(·,X0; v) of the solution of (3.1)
satisfies xi(mδt,X0; v) ∈ Sili .
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(i) Then, it holds that Posti(li,pri(l)) 6= ∅ for all i ∈ N . In particular,
Posti(li,pri(l)) = {l′i ∈ I ′i : li li−→ l′i is well posed} ⊂ Ii, (3.18)
for any cell decomposition S ′i = {Sil}l∈I′i of R
ci(τ)
i ([0, T−τ ]) with S ′i ⊃ Si, I ′i ⊃ Ii and compliant
with Ri([0, T ]), and is uniquely defined, irrespectively of the cell decomposition S ′i.
(ii) In addition, for any selection of l′i ∈ Posti(li,pri(l)), i ∈ N , the following hold. There exist
feedback laws vi = ki,li as in (3.13) and vectors wi ∈ Wi for all i ∈ N such that the solution
ξ(·) of the closed loop system (3.1), (3.13) with initial condition ξ(0) = x(mδt,X0; v), i ∈ N
satisfies ξi(δt) ∈ Sil′i and |ki,li(t, ξi(t), ξj(t);xi0, wi)| ≤ vmax(i) for all t ∈ [0, δt] and i ∈ N .
Furthermore, there exists u ∈ U with u(t) = v(t) for all t ∈ [0,mδt), such that the solution of
(3.1) satisfies xi((m+ 1)δt,X0;u) ∈ Sil′i for all i ∈ N .
Proof of (i). Consider for each agent i ∈ N a cell decomposition S ′i = {Sil}l∈I′i of R
ci(τ)
i [0, T −
τ ]) with S ′i ⊃ Si, I ′i ⊃ Ii, and compliant with Ri([0, T ]). Without any loss of generality we
will assume that m > 0, since the analysis when m = 0 constitutes a special case of the proof
below. Also, since m ≤ ` − 1 we have for each i ∈ N that xi(mδt,X0; v) ∈ Ri([0, T − δt]),
implying that Sili ∩Ri([0, T − δt]) 6= ∅ and thus, since Si is compliant with Ri([0, T − δt]), that
Sili ⊂ Ri([0, T − δt]). Hence, since the space-time discretization is well posed, given the cell
configuration pri(l) of i, there exists a cell index l
′
i ∈ I ′i such that the transition li li−→ l′i is well
posed. The latter implies existence of a feedback law vi = ki,li(t, xi,dj ;xi0, wi) (see (3.13)) and
x′i ∈ Sil′i such that the requirements of the Consistency Condition are fulfilled for the system
with disturbances (3.9). Next, we select for each agent the initial condition xi0 = xi(mδt,X0; v)
and denote by ξ(·) the solution of the closed loop system (3.1) with vi = ki,li , i ∈ N as selected
above. By the local Lipschitz property on the fi’s and ki,li ’s, it follows that the system has a
unique solution defined on the right maximal interval [0, Tmax). We will show that Tmax > δt,
and that for each agent i ∈ N , the i-th component of the solution coincides with the solution
of system (3.9) on [0, δt] with dj = ξj and the same initial condition xi0.
Notice that since ξi(0) = xi0 ∈ Sili ⊂ Ri([0, T − δt]) and ξκ(0) = xκ0 ∈ Sκlκ ⊂ Rκ([0, T − δt]),
κ ∈ Ni, it follows that the requirements of the Consistency Condition are fulfilled with dj = ξj
and xi = ξi at t = 0, which implies that the control laws ki,li satisfy |ki,li(0, ξi(0), ξj(0);xi0, wi)| <
vmax(i) for all i ∈ N . The latter in conjunction with continuity of the functions ξi(·), ki,li(·),
the fact that ξi(0) = xi0 ∈ Sili ⊂ Ri([0, T ]) which is open, (3.9), and (3.10), implies that there
exists δ > 0 such that
ξi(t) ∈ Ri([0, T ]),∀t ∈ [0, δ], i ∈ N , (3.19)
d(ξi(t), S
i
li) < (M(i) + vmax(i))t, ∀t ∈ [0, δ], i ∈ N . (3.20)
We claim that the latter properties hold for all t ∈ [0, δt] ∩ [0, Tmax). Indeed, assume on the
contrary that there exist a time σ ∈ (0, δt] ∩ (0, Tmax) and an agent i ∈ N , such that
ξi(σ) /∈ Ri([0, T ]) or d(ξi(σ), Sili) ≥ (M(i) + vmax(i))σ. (3.21)
Then, if we define
t¯ := sup{t ∈ (0, δt] ∩ (0, Tmax) : ξi(s) ∈ Ri([0, T ]) and
d(ξi(s), S
i
li) < (M(i) + vmax(i))s,∀s ∈ (0, t], i ∈ N}, (3.22)
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it follows from (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21) that
0 < t¯ ≤ δt; t¯ < Tmax, (3.23)
where the right hand sides of these inequalities are based on the fact that σ ≤ δt and σ < Tmax.
In addition, by recalling that Ri([0, T ]) is open and invoking continuity of ξ(·), it follows from
(3.22) that there exists an agent ι ∈ N such that
ξι(t¯) /∈ Rι([0, T ]) or d(ξι(t¯), Sιlι) = (M(ι) + vmax(ι))t¯. (3.24)
We proceed by considering for each agent i ∈ N the solution ζi(·) of the system with distur-
bances (3.9) with dj = ξj , initial condition xi0 and the selected wi at the beginning of the
proof. Then, for each i ∈ N it follows from (3.22) that each disturbance dκ(·), κ ∈ Ni satisfies
(3.14) for all t ∈ [0, t¯). Thus, it follows from causality of the solution ζi(·) with respect to the
disturbances and the Consistency Condition that
ζi(t) ∈ Ri([0, T ]),∀t ∈ [0, t¯], i ∈ N , (3.25)
d(ζi(t), S
i
li) < (M(i) + vmax(i))t,∀t ∈ [0, t¯], i ∈ N , (3.26)
|ki,li(t, ζi(t), ξj(t);xi0, wi)| ≤ vmax(i),∀t ∈ [0, t¯], i ∈ N . (3.27)
In addition, since gi(xi,xj) = fi(xi,xj) for all xi ∈ Ri([0, T ]), xκ ∈ Rκ([0, T ]), κ ∈ Ni, and by
virtue of (3.22) and (3.23) the solution ξ(·) is defined on [0, t¯] and satisfies ξi(t) ∈ Ri([0, T ])
for all t ∈ [0, t¯) and i ∈ N , it follows from (3.25) and standard ODE arguments that ζi(·)
and ξi(·) coincide on [0, t¯] for all i ∈ N . Hence, we obtain from (3.26) that d(ξι(t¯), Sιlι) <
(M(ι) + vmax(ι))t¯. Thus, in order to reach a contradiction with (3.24), we need to also prove
that ξι(t¯) ∈ Rι([0, T ]). Notice first, that since ζi(t) = ξi(t) for all t ∈ [0, t¯], it follows from
(3.27) that
|ki,li(t, ξi(t), ξj(t);xi0, wi)| ≤ vmax(i),∀t ∈ [0, t¯], i ∈ N . (3.28)
Thus, it turns out that if we select the input ω = (ω1, . . . , ωN ) : R≥0 → RNn such that for each
i ∈ N it holds
ωi(t) :=ki,li(t, ξi(t), ξj(t);xi0, wi), t ∈ [0, t¯),
|ωi(t)| ≤vmax(i), t ≥ t¯,
we obtain that |ωi(t)| ≤ vmax(i), ∀t ≥ 0 and hence, that ω ∈ U . In addition, since by (3.23) the
solution ξ(·) is defined on [0, t¯], it follows from standard ODE arguments that
ξ(t) = η(t, x0;ω),∀t ∈ [0, t¯), (3.29)
with η(·) being the solution of (3.1) with input ω(·) and initial condition x0. Define now
u = (u1, . . . , uN ) : R≥0 → RNn with
ui(t) :=vi(t), t ∈ [0,mδt),
ui(t) :=ωi(t), t ∈ [mδt,mδt+ t¯),
|ui(t)| ≤vmax(i), t ≥ mδt+ t¯, (3.30)
for all i ∈ N and notice that u ∈ U . Next, by using the transition map ϕ(·) introduced for
system (3.1) at the beginning of the section, we have that η(t, x0;ω) = ϕ(t, 0, x0;ω), ∀t ∈ [0, t¯]
and by time invariance, causality and (3.30), which implies that ω(t) = Shmδt(u(t)), ∀t ∈ [0, t¯),
that ϕ(t, 0, x0;ω) = ϕ(mδt+ t,mδt, x0;u), ∀t ∈ [0, t¯]. In addition, since by causality and (3.30)
it holds x0 = ϕ(mδt, 0,X0;u), we deduce from the semigroup property that ϕ(t, 0, x0;ω) =
ϕ(mδt + t,mδt, ϕ(mδt, 0,X0;u);u) = ϕ(mδt + t, 0,X0;u) = x(mδt + t,X0;u), ∀t ∈ [0, t¯], and
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thus, it follows from the above derivations that η(t, x0;ω) = x(mδt+t,X0;u), ∀t ∈ [0, t¯]. Hence,
we have from the latter and (3.29) that
ξ(t) = x(mδt+ t,X0;u),∀t ∈ [0, t¯]. (3.31)
Since t¯ ≤ δt and m < `, implying that mδt+ t¯ ≤ `δt = T , and hence, that xι(mδt+ t¯,X0;u) ∈
Rι([0, T ]), we obtain from (3.31) that also ξι(t¯) ∈ Rι([0, T ]), which establishes the desired
contradiction. Consequently, we deduce that (3.19) and (3.20) hold for all t ∈ [0, δt]∩ [0, Tmax).
We next show that Tmax > δt. Indeed, assume on the contrary that Tmax ≤ δt. By reasoning
as above, we obtain that (3.31) holds for all t ∈ [0, Tmax) and i ∈ N , i.e., that ξ(t) = x(mδt+
t,X0;u), for all t ∈ [0, Tmax). Since x(·,X0;u) is defined for all positive times by forward
completeness of (3.9), we obtain that limt↗Tmax ξ(t) = x(mδt + Tmax,X0;u), contradicting
maximality of [0, Tmax). Hence, having established that Tmax > δt, we get that (3.19) and
(3.20) hold for all t ∈ [0, δt], implying that
ξi(δt) ∈ Ri([0, T ]),∀i ∈ N . (3.32)
In addition, for each i ∈ N we deuce from the fact that (3.19) and (3.20) hold for all t ∈ [0, δt]
and the Consistency Condition applied to the system with disturbances (3.9) with dj = ξj ,
initial condition xi0, the selected wi at the beginning of the proof, and similar arguments as
above, that
ξi(δt) = x
′
i ∈ Sil′i ,∀i ∈ N . (3.33)
The latter, by virtue of (3.32) and the fact that S ′i is compliant with Ri([0, T ]), S ′i ⊃ Si and
I ′i ⊃ Ii implies that l′i ∈ Ii. Indeed, since Sil′i ∩ Ri([0, T ]) 6= ∅ we have from compliance that
Sil′i
⊂ Ri([0, T ]). Hence, by the definition of a cell decomposition, there exists Sili ∈ Si with
int(Sili) ∩ int(Sil′i) 6= ∅. Since S
′
i ⊃ Si, implying that also Sili ∈ S ′i it follows again from the
definition of a cell decomposition that necessarily Sili = S
i
l′i
and thus, from the fact that I ′i ⊃ Ii,
we get that l′i ∈ Ii. From the latter and by recalling that Sili ⊂ Ri([0, T − δt]) and li
li−→ l′i
is well posed, we deduce that li
li−→i l′i, implying that Posti(li,pri(l)) 6= ∅. In addition, since
l′i was selected as an arbitrary cell for which li
li−→ l′i is well posed, we deuce that (3.18) also
holds.
Proof of (ii). The result of Part (ii) follows from the proof of Part (i), by selecting the feedback
laws ki,li as in Part (i) which establishes (3.28) for all t ∈ [0, δt], and u(·) as in (3.30), which
by virtue of (3.33) and the fact that (3.31) can be verified for all t ∈ [0, δt], implies that
xi((m+ 1)δt,X0;u) ∈ Sil′i for all i ∈ N . 
Corollary 3.10. Consider cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii of Ri([0, T ]), i ∈ N , their product
S, a time step δt < τ with T = `δt, nonempty subsets Wi, i ∈ N of Rn and assume that each Si
is compliant with Ri([0, T−δt]) and that the space-time discretization S−δt is well posed. Also,
consider an agent i, a cell configuration li of i, an integer m ∈ {0, . . . , ` − 1}, an input v ∈ U
and assume that each component xκ(·,X0; v), κ ∈ Ni ∪ {i} of the solution of (3.1) satisfies
xκ(mδt,X0; v) ∈ Sκlκ . Then, it holds that Posti(li, li) = {l′i ∈ I ′i : li
li−→ l′i is well posed} ⊂ Ii
for any cell decomposition S ′i of Rci(τ)i ([0, T − τ ]) as in Lemma 3.9.
Proof. Indeed, since xκ(mδt,X0; v) ∈ Rκ([0, T−δt]) for all κ ∈ N , we may select cells Sκlκ ∈ Sκ,
with xκ(mδt,X0; v) ∈ Sκlκ for all κ ∈ N \ (Ni ∪ {i}). Then, the result follows from Lemma 3.9
by considering the cell configuration l = (l1, . . . , lN ) with pri(l) = li and lκ, κ ∈ N \ (Ni ∪ {i})
as previously selected. 
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Based on the result of Lemma 3.9 we can show that consistent discrete sequences of all agents
which project to a strongly well posed transition sequence for each agent, have always outgoing
transitions.
Proposition 3.11. Consider cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii of Ri([0, T ]), i ∈ N , their
product S, a time step δt < τ with T = `δt, nonempty subsets Wi, i ∈ N of Rn and assume
that each Si is compliant with Ri([0, T − δt]) and that the space-time discretization S − δt is
well posed. Also, consider a sequence l0 · · · lm of global cell configurations with m ∈ {0, . . . , `}
such that pri(l
0) · · · pri(lm−1)lmi is a strongly well posed transition sequence of order m for each
i ∈ N .
(i) Then, there exists v ∈ U such that each component xi(·,X0; v) of the solution of (3.1)
satisfies xi(κδt,X0; v) ∈ Silκi , for all κ ∈ {0, . . . ,m}.
(ii) If in addition m < `, then it holds Posti(l
m
i ,pri(l
m)) 6= ∅ for all i ∈ N .
Proof of (i). Notice first that by the definition of a strongly well posed transition sequence it
holds that Xi0 ∈ Sil0i for all i ∈ N . The result is shown by induction for κ = 0, . . . ,m and
specifically, by proving the following Induction Hypothesis:
Induction Hypothesis. For each κ = 0, . . . ,m there exists an input v ∈ U such that each com-
ponent xi(·,X0; v) of the solution of (3.1) satisfies xi(κ′δt,X0; v) ∈ Silκ′i , for all κ
′ ∈ {0, . . . , κ}.
Then, the result is a direct consequence of the Induction Hypothesis with κ = m. We next
proceed with the proof of the Induction Hypothesis. For κ = 0, the result is a direct consequence
of the fact that Xi0 = xi(0,X0; v) ∈ Sil0i for any v ∈ U . For the general case, assume that the
Induction Hypothesis is valid for certain κ ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}, implying that xi(κδt,X0; v) ∈ Silκi
for all i ∈ N . From the latter property, and since pri(l0) · · · pri(lm−1)lmi is strongly well posed,
implying that lκ+1i ∈ Posti(lκi ,pri(lκ)), it follows from Lemma 3.9(ii) applied with m = κ that
there exists u ∈ U with u(t) = v(t) for all t ∈ [0, κδt) such that xi((κ+ 1)δt,X0;u) ∈ Sil′i for all
i ∈ N . The latter implies that the Induction Hypothesis is valid for κ+ 1 with v = u.
Proof of (ii). The proof of Part (ii) is a direct consequence of the result of Part (i) with κ = m
and Lemma 3.9(i). 
Based on Proposition 3.11 we can derive the desired properties of the product transition
system corresponding to the space-time discretization, which will be defined recursively. In
particular, given the product I = I1× · · · × IN of the cell indices corresponding to the decom-
positions of the sets Ri([0, T ]), i ∈ N , we define the operator P : I → 2I as
P(l) := Post1(l1; pr1(l))× · · · × PostN (lN ; prN (l)), l ∈ I, (3.34)
where Posti(·; ·), i ∈ N are the post operators for the agent’s individual transition systems. We
also recursively define the operators Pκ : 2I → 2I , κ ∈ N ∪ {0}, given for each I ⊂ I as
P0(I) := I;
Pκ(I) := P(Pκ−1(I)), κ ≥ 1.
From this definition it follows directly that for any κ ≥ 1 and I ⊂ I it holds
l′ ∈ Pκ(I) ⇐⇒ ∃l ∈ Pκ−1(I) such that l′ ∈ P(I). (3.35)
We next provide the definition of the product transition system.
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Definition 3.12. (i) Consider cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii of Ri([0, T ]), i ∈ N , their
product decomposition S, a time step δt < τ with T = `δt, nonempty subsets Wi, i ∈ N of
Rn and assume that each Si is compliant with Ri([0, T − δt]). Also, consider for each agent
i ∈ N its individual transition system TSi as provided by Definition 3.6. The product transition
system TSP := TS1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ TSN is the transition system (Q,Q0,Act,−→) with
• State set Q := I = I1 × · · · × IN (the indices of the product cell decomposition);
• Initial state set Q0 := Q10 × · · · ×QN0, Q0i := {li ∈ Ii : Xi0 ∈ Sili}, i ∈ N ;
• Actions Act := {∗};
• Transition relation −→⊂ Q×Act×Q defined as follows. For any l, l′ ∈ Q, l ∗−→ l′, iff there
exists m ∈ {0, . . . , `− 1} such that l ∈ Pm(Q0) and l′ ∈ P(l).
(ii) A path of length m ∈ {0, . . . `} originating from l0 in TSP , is a finite sequence of states
l0l1 · · · lm such that l0 ∈ Q0 and lκ−1 ∗−→ lκ for all κ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (when m 6= 0).
We will show in the sequel that for well posed discretizations the sets Pm(Q0), m ∈ {0, . . . , `}
in Definition 3.12 are always nonempty and that there exists an outgoing transition in the
product transition system from any l ∈ Pm(Q0), m ∈ {0, . . . , ` − 1}. This property is a
corollary of the following auxiliary results.
Lemma 3.13. For any path l0l1 · · · lm of length m ∈ {0, . . . , `} originating from l0 in TSP it
holds lκ ∈ Pκ(Q0) for all κ ∈ {0, . . . ,m}.
Proof. The proof is carried out by induction on the length of the path and is based on the
definitions of the operator P(·) and the transitions in TSP . Notice that for m = 0 it holds
l0 ∈ P0(Q0) = Q0 by the definition of a path. Assume now that the lemma is valid for
certain m ∈ {0, . . . , ` − 1}, i.e., for any path l0l1 · · · lm of length m originating from l0 it
holds lκ ∈ Pκ(Q0) for all κ ∈ {0, . . . ,m}. In order to prove the lemma for m = m + 1 it
suffices to show that for any path l0l1 · · · lm+1 of length m + 1 originating from l0 it holds
lκ ∈ Pκ(Q0) for all κ ∈ {0, . . . ,m + 1}. By invoking validity of the lemma for m and the
fact that l0l1 · · · lm is a path of length m, it suffices to show that lm+1 ∈ Pm+1(Q0). Indeed,
since lm
∗−→ lm+1, it holds that lm+1 ∈ P(lm). Since by induction lm ∈ Pm(Q0), we obtain
that P(lm) ⊂ P(Pm(Q0)) = Pm+1(Q0) and thus, that lm+1 ∈ Pm+1(Q0), which completes the
proof. 
Proposition 3.14. (i) Let m ∈ {0, . . . , `} and assume that lm ∈ Pm(Q0) 6= ∅. Then, there
exists a path l0l1 · · · lm of length m from l0 to lm in TSP , such that lκ ∈ Pκ(Q0) for all
κ ∈ {0, . . . ,m} and pri(l0) · · · pri(lm−1)lmi is a strongly well posed transition sequence of order
m for each i ∈ N (see Definition 3.8).
(ii) In addition, if the space-time discretization S−δt is well posed, then for each m ∈ {0, . . . , `}
it holds that Pm(Q0) 6= ∅.
Proof of (i). For the proof of Part (i), assume that without any loss of generality it holds m 6= 0
and notice that from (3.35) and backward recursion we can select a path l0l1 · · · lm of length
m from l0 to lm in TSP , implying that l0 ∈ Q0. Then, it follows from Lemma 3.13 that
lκ ∈ Pκ(Q0) for all κ ∈ {0, . . . ,m}. In addition, for all κ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} it follows from the
fact that lκ−1 ∗−→ lκ and the definition of P(·) in (3.34), that lκ−1i
pri(l
κ−1)−→i lκi for each i ∈ N .
Consequently, we get from Definition 3.8 that pri(l
0) · · · pri(lm−1)lmi is a strongly well posed
transition sequence of order m for each i ∈ N .
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Proof of (ii). The proof of (ii) is carried out by induction on m and exploits the results of
Part (i) and Proposition 3.11(ii). For m = 0, the result follows directly from the fact that
P0(Q0) = Q0 6= ∅. For the general case, assume that Pm(Q0) 6= ∅ for certain m ∈ {0, . . . , `−1}
and let lm ∈ Pm(Q0). Then, it follows from Part (i) that there exists l0l1 · · · lm such that
pri(l
0) · · · pri(lm−1)lmi is a strongly well posed transition sequence of order m for each i ∈
N . Hence, we obtain from Proposition 3.11(ii) that Posti(lmi ; pri(lm)) 6= ∅ for all i ∈ N .
Consequently, we deduce from (3.34) that P(lm) 6= ∅ and thus, since lm ∈ Pm(Q0), that
Pm+1(Q0) = P(Pm(Q0)) ⊃ P(lm) 6= ∅. 
Corollary 3.15. Assume that the space-time discretization S−δt is well posed. Then, for each
m ∈ {0, . . . , `− 1} and l ∈ Pm(Q0)( 6= ∅) it holds Post(l) = P(l) 6= ∅.
Proof. Let m ∈ {0, . . . , `− 1} and recall that by Proposition 3.14(ii) it holds that Pm(Q0) 6= ∅.
Then, given l ∈ Pm(Q0) it follows from Proposition 3.14(i) that there exists l0 ∈ Q0 and a path
l0l1 · · · lm of length m from l0 to lm = l in TSP , such that lκ ∈ Pκ(Q0) for all κ ∈ {0, . . . ,m}
and pri(l
0) · · · pri(lm−1)lm is a strongly well posed transition sequence of order m for each i ∈ N .
Hence, we obtain from Proposition 3.11(ii) that Posti(l
m
i ; pri(l
m)) 6= ∅ for all i ∈ N , which by
virtue of (3.34) implies that P(lm) 6= ∅. Also, since lm ∈ Pm(Q0) we have for all l′ ∈ P(lm)
that lm
∗−→ l′, implying that l′ ∈ Post(lm) and hence, that P(lm) ⊂ Post(lm). Finally, from the
definition of the transitions in TSP we have that l′ ∈ Post(lm), or equivalently, that lm ∗−→ l′
only if l′ ∈ P(lm), implying that also Post(lm) ⊂ P(lm). The proof is now complete. 
The proposition below constitutes our main result in this section and guarantees the exis-
tence of paths of length m for any m ∈ {0, . . . , `} originating from certain l0 ∈ Q0 in TSP .
Additionally, it is shown that any such path can be realized by a sampled trajectory of the
continuous time system (3.1) initiated from X0 over the subinterval [0,mδt] of the time horizon
[0, T ] = [0, `δt].
Proposition 3.16. Consider cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii of Ri([0, T ]), i ∈ N , their
product S, a time step δt < τ with T = `δt, nonempty subsets Wi, i ∈ N of Rn and assume
that each Si is compliant with Ri([0, T − δt]) and that the space time discretization S − δt is
well posed. Then, the following hold.
(i) For any m ∈ {0, . . . , `} there exists a path l0l1 · · · lm of length m originating from l0 in the
product transition system TSP .
(ii) For any path l0l1 · · · lm of length m originating from l0 in TSP , there exists an input v ∈ U
such that each component xi(·,X0; v) of the solution of (3.1) satisfies xi(κδt,X0; v) ∈ Silκi , for
all κ ∈ {0, . . . ,m}.
Proof of (i). The proof of Part (i) is a direct consequence of Corollary 3.15.
Proof of (ii). Let l0l1 · · · lm be a path of length m originating from l0 and assume that without
any loss of generality it holds m 6= 0. Then, it follows from the definition of the path that
lκ−1 ∗−→ lκ for all κ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and thus, that lκ ∈ P(lκ−1) for all κ ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, implying
that lκ−1i
pri(l
κ−1)−→i lκi for each κ ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and i ∈ N . Hence, by recalling that l0 ∈ Q0,
it follows that pri(l
0) · · · pri(lm−1)lmi is a strongly well posed transition sequence of order m
for each i ∈ N , and we deduce from Proposition 3.11(i) that there exists an input v ∈ U such
that each component xi(·,X0; v) of the solution of (3.1) satisfies xi(κδt,X0; v) ∈ Silκi , for all
κ ∈ {0, . . . ,m}. The proof is now complete. 
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4. Design of the Hybrid Control Laws
Consider again system (3.1). According to Definition 3.5, establishment of a well posed
discretization is based on the design of appropriate feedback laws which guarantee well posed
transitions for all agents and their possible cell configurations, based on the auxiliary system
with disturbances (3.9). We proceed by defining the control laws that are exploited in order
to derive well posed discretizations. Consider for each agent i a cell decomposition {Sil}l∈Ii
of its reachable set Ri([0, T ]) and a time step δt. We define the diameter dmax(i) of each cell
decomposition {Sil}l∈Ii as
dmax(i) := inf{R > 0 : ∀l ∈ Ii,∃x ∈ Sil , Sil ⊂ B(x; R2 )} (4.1)
and select a reference point xli,G for every cell S
i
li
, satisfying
|xli,G − x| ≤
dmax(i)
2
,∀x ∈ Sili , li ∈ Ii, i ∈ N . (4.2)
For each agent i and cell configuration li of i, we define the family of feedback laws ki,li :
[0,∞) × R(Ni+1)n → Rn parameterized by xi0 ∈ Sili and wi ∈ Wi as ki,li(t, xi,xj ;xi0, wi) :=
ki,li,1(t, xi,xj) + ki,li,2(xi0) + ki,li,3(wi), where
Wi :=B(vmax(i)) ⊂ Rn, (4.3)
ki,li,1(t, xi,xj) :=gi(χi(t),xlj ,G)− gi(xi,xj), (4.4)
ki,li,2(xi0) :=
1
δt
(xli,G − xi0), (4.5)
ki,li,3(wi) :=λ(i)wi, (4.6)
t ∈ [0,∞), (xi,xj) ∈R(Ni+1)n, xi0 ∈ Sili , wi ∈Wi.
The function χi(·) in (4.4) is defined for all t ≥ 0 through the solution of the initial value
problem
χ˙i = gi(χi,xlj ,G), χi(0) = xli,G (4.7)
with gi(·) as given in (3.10). Recall that since gi(·) is globally Lipschitz, the trajectory χi(·) is
defined for all t ≥ 0. We also note that the feedback laws ki,li(·) depend on the cell of agent i
and specifically on its cell configuration li, through the reference points xlj ,G and xli,G in (4.4)
and (4.5), and the trajectory χi(·) in (4.4) as provided by (4.7). The parameter λ(i) stands for
the part of the free input that can be further exploited for motion planning. In particular, for
each wi ∈W in (4.3), the vector λ(i)wi provides the “velocity” of a motion that we superpose
to the reference trajectory χi(·) of agent i over [0, δt]. The latter allows the agent to reach all
points inside a ball with center the position of the reference trajectory at time δt by following
the curve x¯i(t) := χi(t) + λ(i)wit, as depicted in Fig. 2 below. This ball has radius
ri :=
∫ δt
0
λ(i)dsvmax(i) = λ(i)δtvmax(i), (4.8)
namely, the distance that the agent can cross in time δt by exploiting ki,li,3(·), which corresponds
to the part of the free input that is selected for reachability purposes. Hence, it is possible to
perform a well posed transition to any cell which has a nonempty intersection with B(χi(δt); ri).
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Sili
Sil′i
χi(δt)
xi(δt) = x
B(χi(δt); ri)
χi(δt) + tλ(i)wi
xi(t)
x¯i(t)
xi0
xli,G
Figure 2. Illustration of the reference trajectory and reachability capabilities
of the control laws.
5. Well Posed Space-Time Discretizations
In this section, we exploit the controllers introduced in Section 4 to provide sufficient condi-
tions for well posed space-time discretizations. By exploiting the result of Proposition 3.16 this
framework can be applied for motion planning, by specifying different transition possibilities
for each agent through modifying its controller appropriately. As in the previous section, we
consider the system (3.1), cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii of the reachable sets Ri([0, T ]),
i ∈ N , a time step δt and a selection of reference points xli,G, l ∈ Ii, i ∈ N , as in (4.2).
Since the discrete space is updated after the end of the time horizon and the space discretiza-
tion of each agent is affected by the local (in time) properties of its dynamics, it provides a
convenient setting for the consideration of different diameters for the decomposition of each
agent. Thus, we will additionally introduce certain design constraint relating the diameters of
neighboring decompositions. In particular for each agent’s neighbors we impose the restriction
that the diameters of their decompositions satisfy
dmax(j) ≤ µ(j, i)dmax(i). (5.1)
Note that for these restrictions to be meaningful we also need to impose the condition that
along each cycle in the communication graph their product is greater or equal than one, i.e.,
µ(i0, i1)µ(i1, i2) · · ·µ(im−1, im) ≥ 1, for all cycles i0i1 · · · im with i0 = im in G, (5.2)
which is always satisfied if we select µ(j, i) = 1 for all i ∈ N and j ∈ Ni. For the acceptable
values of the discretizations, it is also convenient to define the following local network parameters
for each agent.
µ(i) :=
∑
j∈Ni
µ(j, i)2
 12 , (5.3)
M(i) :=
∑
j∈Ni
(M(j) + vmax(j))
2
 12 . (5.4)
For each i ∈ N and cell configuration li ∈ Ii of i, consider the family of feedback laws given in
(4.4), (4.5), (4.6), and parameterized by xi0 ∈ Sili and wi ∈Wi. As in the previous section, χi(·)
is the reference trajectory generated by the initial value problem (4.7) and the parameter λ(i)
provides for each agent a measure of the control that is exploited for reachability purposes. We
proceed by providing the desired sufficient conditions for well posed space-time discretizations
and their transition capabilities.
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Theorem 5.1. Consider cell decompositions Si = {Sil}l∈Ii of the reachable sets Ri([0, T ])
with diameters dmax(i), their product S, a time step δt, the constant ri defined in (4.8), the
parameters λ(i) ∈ (0, 1) and assume that each Si is compliant with Ri([0, T − δt]). We also
assume that dmax(i) and δt satisfy (5.1), (5.2), `δt = T for certain ` ∈ N and the following
additional restrictions:
δt ∈
(
0,
(1− λ(i))vmax(i)
L1(i)M(i) + L2(i)λ(i)vmax(i)
)
, (5.5)
dmax ∈
(
0,min
{
2(1− λ(i))vmax(i)δt
1 + (L1(i)µ(i) + L2(i))δt
,
2(1− λ(i))vmax(i)δt− 2(L1(i)M(i) + L2(i)λ(i)vmax(i))δt2
1 + L1(i)µ(i)δt
})
, (5.6)
with L1(i), L2(i) and vmax(i) as given in (3.11), (3.12) and (3.3), respectively, and µ(i), M(i)
as defined above. Then, the space-time discretization is well posed for the multi-agent system
(3.1). In particular, the following hold.
(i) For each agent i ∈ N , cell decomposition S ′i = {Sil}l∈I′i of R
ci(τ)
i ([0, T − τ ]) with S ′i ⊃ Si,
I ′i ⊃ Ii and compliant with Ri([0, T ]), and cell configuration li of i with Sili ⊂ Ri([0, T − δt]) it
holds
B(χi(δt); ri) ⊂ Rci(τ)i ([0, T − τ ]), (5.7)
li
li−→ l′i is well posed ∀l′i ∈ {l ∈ I ′i : Sil ∩B(χi(δt); ri) 6= ∅}, (5.8)
with the reference trajectory χi(·) as given by (4.7) and ri as defined in (4.8).
(ii) For each agent i ∈ N , cell configuration li of i, integer m ∈ {0, . . . , ` − 1} and input
v ∈ U such that each component xκ(·,X0; v), κ ∈ Ni ∪ {i} of the solution of (3.1) satisfies
xκ(mδt,X0; v) ∈ Sκlκ , it holds Post(li, li) ⊃ {l ∈ I ′i : Sil ∩B(χi(δt); ri) 6= ∅}.
Proof of (i). For the proof, pick i ∈ N , a cell decomposition S ′i = {Sil}l∈I′i of R
ci(τ)
i ([0, T − τ ])
with S ′i ⊃ Si, I ′i ⊃ Ii and compliant with Rci(τ)i ([0, T − τ ]), and a cell configuration li of i with
Sili ⊂ Ri([0, T − δt]). Also consider the reference trajectory χi(·) in (4.7) which is defined for
all t ≥ 0.
We first show that (5.7) is satisfied. Indeed, let any x ∈ B(χi(δt); ri). Then, it follows from
(3.10) and (4.7) that
|χi(δt)− xli,G| ≤
∫ δt
0
|gi(χi(t),xlj ,G)|dt ≤M(i)δt. (5.9)
In addition, we have from (3.8) applied with σ = τ − δt that
Rci(τ−δt)i ([0, T − τ ]) ⊃ Ri([0, T − δt]) (5.10)
and from the fact that xli,G ∈ Sili ⊂ Ri([0, T − δt]) that
xli,G ∈ Rci(τ−δt)i ([0, T − τ ]). (5.11)
Furthermore, since x ∈ B(χi(δt); ri), we obtain from (4.8) that |χi(δt) − x| ≤ λ(i)vmax(i)δt,
which in conjunction with (5.9), (5.11), (3.6) and (3.4) applied with c = ci(τ−δt) and c¯ = ci(δt)
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implies that
x ∈ Rci(τ−δt)i ([0, T − τ ]) +B(ci(δt))
= Rci(τ−δt)+ci(δt)i ([0, T − τ ]) = Rci(τ)i ([0, T − τ ]), (5.12)
as desired.
For the derivation of (5.8), namely, that each transition li
li−→ l′i, with Sil′i ∩B(χi(δt); ri) 6= ∅
is well posed, it suffices to show that for each x ∈ B(χi(δt); ri) and l′i ∈ I ′i such that x ∈ Sil′i , the
transition li
li−→ l′i is well posed. Thus, for each x ∈ B(χi(δt); ri) and l′i ∈ I ′i such that x ∈ Sil′i ,
we need according to Definition 3.5(i) to find a feedback law (3.13) satisfying Property (P) and
a vector wi ∈Wi, in such a way that the Consistency Condition is fulfilled. Let x ∈ B(χi(δt); ri)
and define
wi :=
x− χi(δt)
λ(i)δt
, (5.13)
with λ(i) as in the statement of the theorem. Then, it follows from (4.8) that |wi| ≤ riλ(i)δt ≤
vmax(i) and hence, by virtue of (4.3) that wi ∈ Wi. We now select the feedback law ki,li(·)
as given by (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and with wi as defined in (5.13), and we will show that for all
l′i ∈ I ′i such that x ∈ Sil′i the Consistency Condition is satisfied. Notice first that ki,li(·) satisfies
Property (P) . In order to show the Consistency Condition we pick xi0 ∈ Sili , x′i := x with x as
selected above and prove that the solution xi(·) of (3.9) with vi = ki,li(t, xi,dj ;xi0, wi) satisfies
(3.15), (3.16) and (3.17), for any continuous dj1 , . . . , djNi : R≥0 → Rn that satisfy (3.14). We
break the subsequent proof in the following steps.
STEP 1: Proof of (3.15) and (3.16). By taking into account (3.9) and (4.4)-(4.6) we obtain
for any continuous dj1 , . . . , djNi : R≥0 → Rn the solution xi(·) of (3.9) with vi = ki,li as
xi(t) = xi0 +
∫ t
0
(gi(xi(s),dj(s)) + ki,li(s, xi(s),dj(s);xi0, wi))ds
= xi0 +
∫ t
0
(
gi(χi(s),xlj ,G) +
1
δt
(xli,G − xi0) + λ(i)wi
)
ds
= xi0 +
t
δt
(xli,G − xi0) + λ(i)wit+
∫ t
0
gi(χi(s),xlj ,G)ds, t ≥ 0. (5.14)
Hence, we deduce from (3.10), (4.2), (5.14) and the fact that from (5.6) it holds dmax(i) <
2(1− λ(i))vmax(i)δt, that
|xi(t)− xi0| ≤
∣∣∣∣ tδt (xi0 − xli,G)
∣∣∣∣+ λ(i)|wi|t+M(i)t
≤dmax(i)t
2δt
+ (λ(i)vmax(i) +M(i))t <
2(1− λ(i))vmax(i)δt
2δt
t
+(λ(i)vmax(i) +M(i))t = (vmax(i) +M(i))t, ∀t ∈ (0, δt]. (5.15)
which establishes validity of (3.15). Furthermore, we get from (5.14) and (4.7) that
xi(t) =
δt− t
δt
(xi0 − xli,G) + λ(i)wit+ xli,G +
∫ t
0
gi(χi(s),xlj ,G)ds
=
δt− t
δt
(xi0 − xli,G) + λ(i)wit+ χi(t), t ≥ 0, (5.16)
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which implies that xi(δt) = χi(δt) + δtλ(i)wi = x = x
′
i and thus, (3.16) also holds.
STEP 2: Proof of the fact that
xi(t) ∈ Rci(τ)i ([0, T − τ ]),∀t ∈ [0, δt]. (5.17)
Notice first that from (5.15) it follows that
|xi(t)− xi0| < (vmax(i) +M(i))δt,∀t ∈ [0, δt]. (5.18)
In addition, we have that xi0 ∈ Sili ⊂ Ri([0, T −δt]) and from (5.10) that xi0 ∈ R
ci(τ−δt)
i ([0, T −
τ ]). Thus, we obtain from the latter, (5.18) and the same arguments that were applied for the
derivation of (5.12) that (5.17) is fulfilled.
STEP 3: Estimation of bounds on ki,li,1(·), ki,li,2(·) and ki,li,3(·) along the solution xi(·) of
(3.9) with vi = ki,li and dj1 , . . . , djNi satisfying (3.14). We first show that
|ki,li,1(t, xi(t),dj(t))| ≤ L1(i)
(
µ(i)
dmax(i)
2
+ M(i)t
)
+ L2(i)
(
(δt− t)dmax(i)
2δt
+ λ(i)vmax(i)t
)
,∀t ∈ [0, δt]. (5.19)
Indeed, notice that by virtue of (4.4) we have
ki,li,1(t, xi(t),dj(t)) = [gi(χi(t),xlj ,G)− gi(xi(t),xlj ,G)] + [gi(xi(t),xlj ,G)− gi(xi(t),dj(t))].
(5.20)
For the second difference on the right hand side of (5.20), we obtain from (3.11), (3.14), (4.2),
(5.1), (5.17) and the Cauchy Schwartz inequality that
|gi(xi(t),xlj ,G)− gi(xi(t),dj(t))| ≤ L1(i)|(dj1(t)− xlj1 ,G, . . . , djNi (t)− xljN ,G)|
≤ L1(i)
(∑
κ∈Ni
(
dmax(κ)
2
+ (M(κ) + vmax(κ))t
)2) 12
≤ L1(i)
(∑
κ∈Ni
(
µ(κ, i)
dmax(i)
2
+ (M(κ) + vmax(κ))t
)2) 12
= L1(i)
(
dmax(i)
2
4
∑
κ∈Ni
µ(κ, i)2 + 2
dmax(i)
2
t
∑
κ∈Ni
µ(κ, i)(M(κ) + vmax(κ))
+t2
∑
κ∈Ni
(M(κ) + vmax(κ))
2
) 1
2
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≤ L1(i)
dmax(i)2
4
∑
κ∈Ni
µ(κ, i)2 + 2
dmax(i)
2
t
(∑
κ∈Ni
µ(κ, i)2
) 1
2
(∑
κ∈Ni
(M(κ) + vmax(κ))
2
) 1
2
+t2
∑
κ∈Ni
(M(κ) + vmax(κ))
2
) 1
2
= L1(i)

(∑
κ∈Ni
µ(κ, i)2
) 1
2
dmax(i)
2
+
(∑
κ∈Ni
(M(κ) + vmax(κ))
2
) 1
2
t
2

1
2
= L1(i)
(
µ(i)
dmax(i)
2
+ M(i)t
)
,∀t ∈ [0, δt].
For the other difference in (5.20), it follows from (3.12), (5.17), (4.2) and (5.16) that
|gi(xi(t),xlj ,G)− gi(χi(t),xlj ,G)| ≤L2(i)
∣∣∣∣(χi(t) + (δt− tδt
)
(xi0 − xli,G) + λ(i)wit
)
− χi(t)
∣∣∣∣
≤L2(i)
(
(δt− t)dmax(i)
2δt
+ λ(i)vmax(i)t
)
,∀t ∈ [0, δt].
Hence, it follows from the evaluated bounds on the differences of the right hand side of (5.20)
that (5.19) holds. Next, by recalling that xli,G satisfies (4.2), it follows directly from (4.5) that
|ki,li,2(xi0)| =
1
δt
|xi0 − xli,G| ≤
dmax(i)
2δt
,∀xi0 ∈ Sili . (5.21)
Finally, for ki,li,3(·) we get from (4.6) and (4.3) that
|ki,li,3(wi)| = |λ(i)wi| ≤ λ(i)vmax(i),∀wi ∈W. (5.22)
STEP 4: Verification of (3.17). In this step we exploit the bounds obtained in Step 2 in order
to show (3.17) for any dj1 , . . . , djNi satisfying (3.14). By taking into account (5.19), (5.21) and
(5.22) we want to prove that
L1(i)
(
µ(i)
dmax(i)
2
+ M(i)t
)
+
dmax(i)
2δt
+L2(i)
(
(δt− t)dmax(i)
2δt
+ λ(i)vmax(i)t
)
+ λ(i)vmax(i) < vmax(i),∀t ∈ [0, δt]. (5.23)
Due to the linearity of the left hand side of (5.23) with respect to t, it suffices to verify it for
t = 0 and t = δt. For t = 0 we obtain that
L1(i)µ(i)
dmax(i)
2
+
dmax(i)
2δt
+ L2(i)
dmax(i)
2
+ λ(i)vmax(i) < vmax(i) ⇐⇒
L1(i)µ(i)δtdmax(i) + dmax(i) + L2(i)δtdmax(i) < 2(1− λ(i))vmax(i)δt,
whose validity is guaranteed by (5.6). For the case where t = δt, we have
L1(i)
(
µ(i)
dmax(i)
2
+ M(i)δt
)
+
dmax(i)
2δt
+ L2(i)λ(i)vmax(i)δt+ λ(i)vmax(i) < vmax(i) ⇐⇒
dmax(i)(1 + L1(i)µ(i)δt) + 2(L2(i)λ(i)vmax(i) + L1(i)M(i))δt
2 < 2(1− λ(i))vmax(i)δt,
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which also holds because of (5.6). Hence, we deduce that (3.17) is fulfilled. The proof of Part
(i) is now complete.
Proof of (ii). The proof of Part (ii) is a direct consequence of (5.8) and Corollary 3.10. 
6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have provided an online abstraction framework which guarantees the existence of sym-
bolic models for forward complete multi-agent systems under coupled constraints. The derived
abstractions provide for each agent an individual discrete model for an overapproximation of
its reachable set over a finite time horizon. In addition, the composition of the individual agent
models provides transitions which capture the evolution of the continuous time system over the
horizon.
Ongoing and future work directions include the decentralized computation of the overapprox-
imations of the agents’ reachable sets and the application of the framework to specific network
structures. In addition we aim at quantifying the tradeoff between the depth of the planning
horizon and the depth of the required information in the network graph for the investigation of
the local in time reachability properties of each agent.
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